INTRODUCTION
To explain the well known Henri Coanda effect we shall introduce in this paper the molecular attraction forces of adhesion and cohesion ( fig.1 ), considered by us for the first time in the theoretical and experimental study of the patented rotational biphasic contactor [1] [2] [3] and also in paper [4] and the patent invention [5] . 
THE VISCOUS FLUID FLOW EQUATIONS
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THE INTRODUCTION OF THE STREAMLINE FUNCTION
To eliminate the equation of the fluid mass conservation, unstable in the iterative numerical calculus, we introduce the streamline function by the expressions: (4) and consequently calculating their partial differentials, which intervene in the motion equations (1) and (2), and eliminating the pressure function unknown on the all domain boundaries in the virtue of Schwarz's commutative relation XY YX P P     of mixed second order, the motion equations become:
DIMENSIONLESS FORM OF THE STREAMLINE FUNCTION EQUATION
For a greater generalization of the numerical solution we obtained the dimensionless form of the equation (5) choosing as characteristic magnitudes: the calculus domain B width, the fluid flow velocity U E and its pressure P E in the plate exterior, the dimensionless variables and functions being:
ψ BU   (6) and the similarity criteria: 
THE STREAMLINE ALGEBRAIC EQUATION
Developing in our proper series [7] the streamline function after the different steps: Fig. 3 . View of the little free jet wind to determine the profile polar and the used measuring apparatus between the two limited discs.
The profile rotation angle is indicated by a protractor and has in the shaft extension two plaques, submerged in a vase full with valvoline to damp the oscillations caused by the whirls induced by the fluid flow turbulence, produced by an electro-ventilator and diminished by an uniformity calming.
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The angles generated by the two parabolas On the experimental research basis one obtains the following special result, the lift downfall having place slowly after an angle of about 27 o ( fig. 5) , instead of the usual angle of 11 o , which can be obtained at the best profile. In this zone the curve evolution is permanently growing, as well as the linear downfall after the flow separation, that permits a good flow stability of the air current. 
CONCLUSIONS
Considering the molecular attraction forces of adhesion and cohesion one can theoretically explain the so called Henri Coanda's effect, the efficiency of the authors patented profiles and laboratory tested, having the angle of flow separation over 27 o , being possibly to be used with success for the wind turbines, due to the fact that the wind blows in gusts, in which case the blade vibration can be eliminated and thus the wind turbines life can be extended.
On this occasion we wish to express our gratitude to renowned fellow compatriot Henri Coanda, the brilliant inventor of the first jet aircraft in 1910.
